
 

 

 
 
 

 

Product Release Information 
 

A new generation of the popular GSM desktop telephone GDP-04 has been launched 

 

November 9, 2007 

 

More than a year ago, JabloCOM launched the new product line of GSM Desktop Phones - GDP-04. 

The new phone has been taken very well by customers, who use it in their wireless offices as well as 

at their homes. 

The main strategy of JabloCOM is continuous product innovations. We listen to our customers’ 

feedback very carefully and today, we can introduce a new generation of the GDP-04 phone as 

well as of the JabloSuite call management software. What are the most important new 

features? 

 MS Windows Vista compliance 

 GPRS data connection or PC-fax transmission with operating JabloSuite at the same time 

 Supports extended memory of the new HW - up to 500 names and 1000 phone numbers 

stored in the phonbook and up to 100 SMS stored in the phone memory 

 Phone can store and dial phone numbers that contains brackets, spaces, hyphens, comas 

or other characters that appears in the PC format very often 

 First name/Last name separation allows more reliable synchronisation with e-mail clients 

 Stand-by screen shows icons for an active GPRS connection and for an active 

unconditional call divert 

 Proactive STK commands support 

 User can set up its own language set 

 Automatic for date&time setting appears after switching the phone on if the time has not 

been correctly set yet. 

 A new version of the integrated UpdateTool makes firmware updates much easier and 

more comfortable for users 

The new generation extends the scope of using GDP-04 primarily in wireless office projects. Co-

operation with the PC is very comfortable now. The unlimited archive of calls and text 

messages opens doors for completely new applications. 

The new SW version is available also for customers using the previous version. The unique 

concept of updating the firmware by users directly from the JabloCOM’s update server allows them 

to update their phone via Internet in few minutes. This update service is available free of charge 

for all GDP-04 users. The detail update information you can find on JabloCOM web site - 

www.jablocom.com. 

 
 

 

JabloCOM s.r.o., member of JABLOTRON GROUP, develops, produces and delivers GSM communication solutions. A growing team of 

experienced engineers reacts promptly for challenges on fast developing telecommunication market and finds new applications of contemporary 

communication technologies for customers. The best-known product line of GSM Desktop Phones has attracted GSM providers and customers 

in more than 25 countries since the launch in February 2005. To find more about JABLOTRON GROUP visit www.jablotron.com. 
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